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64° F. for day and night together. Averages as low as 60°, however, or
as high as 70° are almost equally favorable, provided there are no very
hot days. Put in another way this means that people's health and strength
are greatest when the thermometer drops to 55° or 60° at night, and rises
to 7Q° or 75° by day. For mental work, however, the optimum appears
to occur when the temperature outdoors—not indoors—averages a good
deal lower than for physical activity, probably about 40° or 45°. As a
rule, people do their best thinking and planning, their minds are most
alert and inventive, and they have the best judgment during the part of
the year when the thermometer out of doors falls toward freezing at night
and rises toward 50° or 55° by day.
All human progress depends on activity of both mind and body. An
active engineer, for example, is needed to plan a system of water works;
active day laborers are needed to dig ditches. Hence the best climates
appear to be those with an average temperature somewhat below 40°
during the coldest winter month and somewhat below 70° during the
hottest month. This gives the longest possible periods averaging about
45° at one season and about 65° at the other, thus providing the best
conditions for both mind and body.
From the standpoint of temperature alone, regardless of other condi-
tions, the region within about 400 miles of the southern part of the North
Sea seems to be about the best part of the world. A circle drawn through
Glasgow, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, and Copenhagen includes much of the
best area. Other minor areas of similar temperature are found around
Puget Sound and in New Zealand. Other factors as well as temperature,
however, must be taken into account, as we shall now see.
(2) Humidity. The amount of moisture in the air is one of the im-
portant factors in regulating health and energy. We can measure this
either in absolute units—so many grains of water vapor for each cubic
foot of space—or in relative units—such and such a percentage of the
total amount of vapor that the air will hold at any given -temperature.
The latter, that is, relative humidity, appears to be more important than
the absolute humidity. At high temperatures almost everyone is conscious
that humid air is uncomfortable. With the thermometer at 90° one can
be quite comfortable if the humidity is 30 per cent, let us say, especially
if a breeze is blowing so that dry air is constantly brought in contact with
the skin. With a relative humidity of 80 per cent, on the contrary, and
a similar temperature, one perspires at the slightest exertion. If such
weather continues long, people feel weak and exhausted. In Japan the
hot summer is so humid that everyone feels wilted. People become so
weakened that in September the deathrate is higher than at any other
season.

